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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Leila Díaz has contributed to the dictionary with 19 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book.
We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit
our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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bellaquera
Bellaquera : wicked and evil actions made by a bad person i.e. a bellaco ( a ) 

congargalla
back of the Glans where converge the folds of the prepuce

constancio
It is a name, the male version of evidence which besides being name means permanent and uninterrupted

divorcioneta
Divorce: Vehicle specialized in the execution of divorce procedures for couples at home or anywhere a car can arrive

el cuco
Imaginary monster created by children or parents to frighten their children or to gain obedience, English variant of
coconut

gafos
Gaphos : Apart from being the husbands or husbands of glasses, in Venezuela people who have no capacity for
understanding and lack rascality are told

glorificadla
make it glorious or elevate it to the state of a deity

habichuelas
green Jew belonging to the legume family, on colombia's north coast this term is used to discreetly refer to lesbian
women

jalabolas
excessive servile person who accepts humiliations and old age without any shame or guilt

lambrañudo
Lambrañuo : extremely stingy person, so much so that he prefers to improve the conditions of everything he has and
regardless of the improvement of his image. 

lavaperros
person with unworthy work and subjected to oldness by a patron who takes care of the tasks that no one dares to do but
because of his passive and permissive attitude he dares as long as he has the indulgence of his boss

nie
Nie : Tell the place of the human body that is right between the sexual organ and the anus, this colloquial use is adopted
because precisely that area is neither one nor the other.  La Nies



poner a trabajar
Put to work : put into operation something that was immobile; throw something stranded or give a bum a job. 

retahina
When they say so many things at the same time or so then that is impossible to understand here in la guajira
colombiana is told stream which is the same word, an example "cantinflas was saying a string that not you understand
your mother"

setearse
Sit down : Act of sitting on a mushroom, putting the bilges or perches in a mushroom mushroom mushroom, can usually
happen in the forest

sin amansar
Wild or undared state of an animal, When any beast is in the wild or close as the horse when it has not yet been
domesticated or trained for riding.  The application of this expression has been extended to objects or clothing such as
footwear when it is new and the feet do not fit its use, it is necessary to get used to it and it is used "shoes squeeze me
because they are unmantled"

sin amansar
Wild or undared state of an animal, When any beast is in the wild or close as the horse when it has not yet been
domesticated or trained for riding.  The application of this expression has been extended to objects or clothing such as
footwear when it is new and the feet do not fit its use, it is necessary to get used to it and it is used "shoes squeeze me
because they are unmantled"

tracatraca
Tracatraca : repetitive sound when touching two hard surfaces

tramadas
refers to the female gender when deceived and blindly follows falsehoods


